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Introduction
This paper investigates the admission policies and the experiences of the first African
American students at the College of William and Mary between 1950 and 1970—the height of
the civil rights era. During these tense times in American history African American emerged as
leaders of social change by enrolling in institutions of higher learning such as William and Mary.
In addition to exploring the experience of the first African Americans, this paper also explores
the attitudes of students, faculty, and William and Mary’s administration to integration.
African Americans graduated from American colleges as early as the 1820s. The first
African Americans to receive a college degree included John Rosswumm, Edward Jones, and
Lucius Twilight.1 These men went on to becoming successful newspaper editors, businessmen,
and local politicians. Other African Americans joined their ranks and received college degrees
between 1820 and 1900. “W.E.B. Dubois reported that 390 blacks had earned diplomas from
white colleges and universities between 1865 and 1900”.2
Like “many of the nation’s most prestigious, predominantly white universities in the
South—which did not admit any blacks until the 1950s or 1960s” 3 the College of William and
Mary did not admit an African American student until 1951. Its decision to admit an African
American student was not due to the school’s support for integration. Rather this decision was
taken to avoid any legal repercussions if the College had done otherwise. Furthermore the
College only admitted its first African American student after much deliberation and consultation
with the Board of Visitors and the Attorney General.
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Although the College of William and Mary did admit two more African American
students it only did so after verifying that the applicants fell under the special circumstances of
applying to a graduate program not offered at a public black institution in Virginia. However, in
the 1960s the College began admitting more African American students and finally relaxed its
guidelines of only admitting graduate students to programs not offered at black colleges. The
experiences of the first African American students were affected by the policies of the College of
William and Mary, the reception of the student body, and the faculty’s attitude toward
integration.
Students at the College—Prior to 1951
The southern policy that African Americans were not educated with white students
applied to academics as well as to military training. However despite this tradition, in July of
1943 “three colored cadets [were] sent to the Army specialization school at the College of
William and Mary ‘through mistake’”. 4 The cadets: Eugene Simmons, Vernon Graves, and Brice
Miles “were the first Negro students to be sent there for enrollment”.5 The students were
redirected to another training center after four days and the President of the College of William
and Mary, J. E. Pomfret, issued a statement saying that “that no question of color was involved
in the cases of the three men”.6 Pomfret explained that “as president of the college, he must
comply with state law” and in his statement to the press stated “the soldiers had not enrolled—
only assembled—since enrollment does not begin until August 9; therefore class instruction at
the college was not refused”. 7 Regardless of the president’s statement, race was clearly an issue.
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The oldest record of an African American studying at William and Mary occurred in
1944 “during World War II, [when] a Negro student was enrolled in the college’s naval training
program”.8 Lieutenant James Russell Brown who became the first African American chaplain in
the U.S. Navy was “ordered to report to the Chaplain’s School at William and Mary College”. 9
Before he was in the Navy, James Brown was the dean of Bishop Williams School of religion in
Kansas and the pastor of St. Luke’s African Methodist Episcopal Church. He had graduated with
an A.B. degree from Friends University, a B.D. degree from Howard University, and had
completed graduate courses at Chicago Theological Seminary. 10 Once at William and Mary, he
“completed an eight-week course” and then was sent to a naval training center in Michigan.11
The College of William and Mary has had a long tradition of refusing African American
students. Until the Supreme Court cases that decided that historically white graduate schools
must accept African American applicants if there were no other programs in black institutions
available to them, African Americans were not accepted at William and Mary.
In 1950 the College of William and Mary announced that it would accept African
American applicants to William and Mary’s law school. The dean of jurisprudence, Dr.
Woodbridge, “explained that that decision was based on the recommendation of J. Lindsay
Almond Jr., Virginia attorney general”. 12 The College adopted the policy that if a student was
considered qualified “the application would be forwarded to the state attorney general for his
legal opinion. Should he rule that the college is obligated under the law to admit the student, the
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college would do so without a court contest”. 13 For an African American student, the process of
admission was a lengthy one, involving the forwarding of his application to the attorney general.
Instead of simply admitting qualified students, the College of William and Mary first checked to
see if they were under a legal obligation to do so.
The lengthy admission process for African American students was devised as a result of
the Supreme Court’s decision in McLaurin v. Oklahoma, Sweatt v. Painter, and most directly
Swanson v. University of Virginia in 1950 14. Indeed, “ever since the U.S. Supreme Court ruling
in the recent University of Texas and the University of Oklahoma cases, Mr. ALMOND
[Virginia’s Attorney General] has held to the opinion that Negroes could not be barred legally
from the graduate schools of tax-supported colleges in states affording no equal separate
educational facilities for the race.” 15 The reason that the College of William and Mary chose to
make a formal announcement allowing for the admittance of African Americans into its graduate
schools was to inform the public of its changing policies and to justify these changes. William
and Mary’s announcement “gave assurance that the college has no intention of adding a new
litigatory chapter to the GREGORY SWANSON versus University of Virginia episode”. 16 The
College defended its decision to accept qualified African American applicants by claiming that it
did not want to face the same consequences that the University of Virginia did in refusing the
admission of Gregory Swanson.
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William and Mary’s admission policies regarding the acceptance of African American
applicants were largely guided by the Board of Visitors and the Attorney General of Virginia,
John Lindsay Almond. On September 30, 1950 the Board of Visitors decided “that the
applications for admission to graduate and professional programs not offered elsewhere in the
Commonwealth be referred to the Attorney General for an opinion, and that the College act in
accordance with such opinion.”17
President Chandler informed the Attorney General of the College’s policy in 1953
stating, “As a result of a discussion between Dr. Cleeton and me, the College has decided to refer
applications of students who should normally apply to Virginia State College to that institution
for appropriate action.”18 In this statement President Chandler implies that African American
applicants should only apply to black institutions and that those admitted to William and Mary
were to be admitted under abnormal circumstances. The Office of the Attorney General promptly
responded to the College and clarified the College’s legal responsibilities. A few days later,
Frederick T. Gray, assistant to the Attorney General informed President Chandler that “the
College of William and Mary is not required to offer a course merely because a Negro applies
for admission to that course. Second, that if the course of study which the Negro seeks is offered
by another State-supported institution in a substantially equal manner, the College may legally
decline to admit the Negro applicant and, finally, if the course of study to which the Negro seeks
admission is being offered by William and Mary and is not being offered by a State-supported
institution open to Negro applicants, then, under the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
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United States, he may not be denied admission on the basis of his race or color.” 19 This policy
was strictly followed by the College. They rejected all applicants that applied to courses that
were offered at black institutions and only accepted qualified applicants who had applied to
graduate programs that were not offered at any public black institutions in the state. They would
refer all rejected applicants to Virginia State College 20. All qualified applicants would be reevaluated by the Attorney General who would determine if the College of William and Mary
must admit the student on legal grounds.
Branches of the College of William and Mary and its Admission of African Americans
Almost immediately after issuing the statement that the College would consider African
American graduate school applicants, African Americans began to apply for admission to
William and Mary’s graduate schools. The College of William and Mary at this time had various
branches—one of which was the first to admit African American applicants. In 1950, the College
of William and Mary had a branch in Richmond called the Richmond Professional Institute of
William and Mary. The first to apply to a William and Mary graduate program was James
Gilliam in 1950.21 However, Gilliam was rejected from the graduate program for Social Work
because the College of William and Mary did not have a graduate program in sociology. 22
After having been rejected from the College of William and Mary, Gilliam applied to the
Richmond Professional Institute and was rejected there as well. The school cited that its reasons
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for rejection were that “the quota of full-time students for the fall term had been filled and no
new students could be accepted.” 23 After rejecting Gilliam, the Richmond Professional Institute
of William and Mary explained that he could apply as a full time student for the next year or as a
part time student for the current term. However, “Mr. Gilliam was told that he could not qualify
for part-time study because of lack of experience and because he was not connected with a local
social agency” despite having been “employed for several years as a case worker…, school
principal, college teacher, and Boy Scout Master”. 24 Dr. Kalif, the director of the school of social
work stated, “Frankly the board of visitors of William and Mary College has not given an
opinion on the matter of N---os at attending the school.” 25
Despite having rejected Gilliam, the College did admit two African American women to
the Richmond Professional Institute, a division of William and Mary, to take graduate courses in
sociology. In 1950 William and Mary’s board of visitors stated that “two Negroes have been
admitted as part-time students to the graduate program of Social Work offered by the Richmond
Professional Institute, a division of the College of William and Mary in Richmond.” 26 According
to the Chicago Defender, “Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college, said he believes the two
students are the first Negroes ever enrolled in any part of William and Mary”. 27 The first African
Americans admitted to William and Mary’s Richmond branch were “Mrs. Hilda Yates Warden,
who has a degree of Bachelor of Science from Virginia Union University and who is currently
employed in the Richmond Social Service Bureau, a social case work agency, and Mrs. Marie H.
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Brown, who has a degree of Bachelor of Arts from Virginia Union University and the certificate
in social work from the Howard University School of Social Work, and who is currently
employed in the Friends Association for Colored Children, a social case work agency in
Richmond.”28 George T. Kalif, the director of the school of social work, stated that the two
women were “with the exception of race…eligible in every respect for admission to the classes
which they are now attending.” 29
In 1951 four African American students were admitted to the Richmond Professional
Institute of William and Mary College and one male student was admitted to the Norfolk
Division of William and Mary-VPI.30 In 1952 the Richmond Professional Institute of William
and Mary College had accepted seven African American graduate students and 35 were enrolled
in night classes.31
The Richmond Professional Institute was singular because at the time it was the only
desegregated graduate school of social work in Virginia. 32 In 1959, while the Richmond
Professional Institute was admitting more African American students, there were no African
Americans attending the College of William and Mary. 33
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These trends of greater enrollment of African Americans in the Richmond division of William
and Mary in the 1950s extended to William and Mary’s main campus—although to a lesser
extent.
Hulon Willis
Hulon Willis was the first African American admitted to the College of William and
Mary. Hulon Willis was born on May 28, 1922 in Pittsburgh, PA. He attended Perry High
School, graduated in 1941, and attended Virginia State College on a football scholarship. After
his first year of school, Willis joined the army in 1942. He returned to Virginia State College in
1946 and received a BS degree in physical education in 1949. 34
After receiving his degree, Hulon Willis taught at Booker T. Washington High School in
Norfolk. However, he wanted to continue his education and wanted to receive a master’s in
physical education. Because he sought a master’s degree in physical education, Willis could not
attend Virginia State College because it did not have that program.
Alyce Fordham Willis, Hulon Willis’s wife, explained Willis’s decision to apply to the College
of William and Mary in an interview:
“They paid money to their black students who wanted a course that was not offered at
Virginia State University, and many of them went to Columbia, NYU, Cornell, other
universities in the north. Hulon really did not want to go that far from home. There was a,
in 1951 there was a case before the Supreme Court…and they had decided that it was
unconstitutional for a graduate student to be denied admission to one of the white
universities when the courses the person needed were not offered by the black university
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in that state. At the same time, Gregory Swanson, who had also attended Virginia State
University, applied to the University of Virginia and he was admitted.”35
These factors, along with the favorable impressions that the Willis’s had of the College of
William and Mary, contributed to Hulon Willis’s decision to apply. When describing his reason
for applying to the College, Willis said, “I was going through the Wren Building and thought
what a great thing it would be to matriculate there. I never dreamed it would happen.” 36
Alyce Willis also noted how they both loved the Wren building and explained that they
“often went into the Wren building and we thought it was the most beautiful building we had
ever seen. It was just so historical, and we thought that it would be good if Hulon could go to
school there.”37
In an interview Alyce Fordham Willis explained that her husband was reluctant to apply
to the College of William and Mary due to his doubt that he would be accepted. When speaking
of the application process, Alyce Willis said, “I was able to get Hulon to fill it out, although he
said, ‘This isn’t, this doesn’t make sense, it doesn’t make sense, we’re not going to, I’m not
going to get in’. But I insisted and, of course, a photograph had to go” 38.
The College of William and Mary accepted Hulon Willis after much deliberation. After
concluding that he was well qualified and that the graduate program was not offered at Virginia
State College, the College forwarded his application information to the Attorney General, John
Lindsay Almond, for his legal opinion on the matter. John E. Pomfret, the President of William
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and Mary, seemed unsure of whether they should admit Hulon Willis. In a letter to the Attorney
General, President Pomfret asked, “Am I correct in thinking that Mr. Willis’ application should
not be denied for reasons of color? You will recall that I am obliged to make this inquiry by the
Board of Visitors of the College.”39 After receiving the application material, Attorney General
Almond responded, “It seems apparent to me that the opinion rendered by me on July 10, 1950,
to President Darden, of the University of Virginia, is controlling of your situation….In view of
the decision in the Swanson case and the opinion from this office of July 10, 1950, I do not
consider it necessary to elaborate further.” 40 In 1951 when Hulon Willis received a letter
informing him of his admission to the summer graduate program, the Willis’s were stunned. 41
Hulon Willis’s acceptance to the College was well publicized by the media. A black
newspaper as far away as Kansas announced on May 18, 1951 that “Hulon L. Willis, an
instructor in physical education and assistant football coach, will be the first Negro to be
admitted to the College of William and Mary”.42 Another newspaper, The Chicago Defender,
described the historic admittance of Hulon Willis in an article called “Wm. And Mary Admits
First Negro”.43
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At the college Willis “developed a close friendship with a classmate, Joe Agee, and also
with a professor named Dr. Howard Smith” 44. Because his classmates were all white and the
campus consisted predominantly of white individuals, Willis developed a special relationship
with African American members of the college staff. Alyce Willis stated that, “when Hulon
arrived on campus, the black employees said that: We’ve been waiting for you for a long time.
They greeted him with great pride and joy and supported him 100 percent”.45
Hulon Willis excelled in his studies. According to his wife, Willis mostly earned As, received
few Bs, and graduated with a GPA of 3.6. 46
Willis’ school involvement was not limited to academics. Hulon Willis was also involved
in school activities and was not isolated despite the predominantly white environment. Alyce
Willis noted that he became a member of the Order of the White Jacket and Kappa Delta Pi.47 In
an interview Alyce Willis related an event of racial prejudice with regards to Hulon’s admittance
into Kappa Delta Pi and how the tension was resolved. Despite one member’s ultimatum that “he
refused to be a member of an organization with a Negro”, the organization admitted him and
“Hulon was initiated on August 13, 1956”. 48 Rather than accept racial prejudice and mollify the
desires of one member, the group decided to oppose racial prejudice and accept a member of
another race.
During football games, rather than being forced to sit in the sections of the stadium
reserved for blacks, the Willis’s sat in the same section as other students.49 Hulon Willis also
appreciated that “they [the professors] could have set up roadblocks for me, but they didn’t”.50
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Although some students and faculty welcomed him, not all were as accepting. When
interviewed in 1985, Hulon Willis stated, “The students didn’t accept all things about it, but I
wasn’t there for that….I was there to get an education, and my background as a Virginia State
graduate was good. I was never under great pressure at William and Mary, although a lot of
people were concerned for me”. 51 His granddaughter, Mica Willis, commented, “I know he was
serious about getting his education so he didn't pay attention to people and their feelings…He
didn't come for the people”.52
Despite the adversity he felt from some individuals, Willis continued on at the College of
William and Mary and received his degree in 1956 after completing summer sessions in 1951,
1952, 1954, and 1956.53 Because he took his courses during the summer, he was able to work
during the school year. He worked at Booker T. Washington High School as an assistant football
coach and in 1952 became the assistant football coach and the head wrestling and boxing coach
at Virginia State College. 54 His success was a direct result of his commitment to his goals.
Hulon Willis remained involved at the College of William and Mary even after his
graduation. He was a member of the Parents Steering Committee for seven years and regularly
spoke to student organizations on the campus about health and safety. 55 In 1970 when Virginia
Boys State was held on the campus of William and Mary, Willis was invited as a guest and the
Office of Public Information of Virginia State College stated that “a highlight of Boys State
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during the week was a special karate demonstration, arranged by Willis and held in Phi Beta
Kappa hall on the college campus”. 56
After graduating with his M.Ed., Hulon Willis worked as an assistant professor of health
and physical education at Virginia State University and was a director of community safety and
security.57 In 1962 Hulon Willis received the distinction of being named a fellow of the
American College of Sports and Medicine.58
Hulon Willis was well known in the karate community. After learning karate in 1962 he
established a karate association at Virginia State College and began his journey into becoming a
community leader. An article of his involvement in karate appeared in Ebony magazine in May
1968 which described his achievements in becoming a USKA Mid-Atlantic States regional
director. Willis was the first African American USKA director to be appointed in the South.59
The article also described his accomplishments in teaching martial arts to policemen as an
alternative to the use of brute force. He showed them more effective ways to subdue militant
individuals by targeting pressure points on the individuals.60 Not only did he teach martial arts to
policemen, but he also taught students and women defense tactics to promote safety and selfempowerment.61 Hulon Willis’s work reached many individuals. He “estimated that he had
taught karate techniques to more than more than 10,000 people, including 7,000 police
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officers”.62 As a member of the United States Collegiate Sports Council judo committee, Hulon
Willis “was nationally known in utilizing karate for the establishment of human dignity and
bringing about better and more wholesome inter-group relationships”.63
His community efforts served to unite the black and white community. Indeed, “C. Less
Harrup, on behalf of the karate community, said the karate program Willis initiated at Virginia
State in the early 1960s provided the first multiracial activity at the traditionally black college”.64
By promoting an activity that involved interaction between African Americans and Caucasians,
Hulon Willis became a leader in improving racial relations. Willis demonstrated that interaction
among individuals promotes understanding, and understanding promotes equality.
In recognition of his accomplishments and his role as the first African American to attend
the College of William and Mary, the Hulon Willis Association was named in his honor in
1992.65 Willis has also received many other distinctions and honors. He was inducted into the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association Hall of Fame, the Virginia Sports Hall of Fame, and
the American Police Academy Hall of Fame. 66
Hulon Willis died after a long battle with leukemia at the age of 67 on June 13, 1989.67
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Edward Travis
The second African American to be admitted into the College was Edward Augustus
Travis. Edward Travis went to St. Paul Polytechnic Institute in Lawrenceville, VA after
graduating from Huntington High School.68 He transferred to Florida A. and M. College where
he graduated in 1939 and received his diploma.69 Travis then applied to William and Mary’s law
school and was admitted on August 31, 1951. 70
Edward Travis “attended the College three sessions and one summer session”. 71 He
encountered some academic difficulty. The registrar reported that “twice during his attendance
he failed to meet the minimum standards for continued residence, but was permitted by vote of
the Faculty of Jurisprudence to continue on probation.” 72 This decision allowed Travis to
eventually graduate from William and Mary’s law school.
Although he was the second African American to be admitted, Edward Travis was the
first to receive a degree. On August 13, 1954, he received a Bachelor of Civil Law degree. 73 A
reporter for the New Journal and Guide who was present at the graduation ceremony commented
that he “was particularly impressed by the warm congratulations bestowed upon Mr. Travis by
members of the white race”. 74 The reporter also noted that “apparently no provision had been
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made for a cause [sic] colored visitors were seated indiscriminately among members of the
opposite race”.75
After graduating from the College of William and Mary, Edward Travis returned to
teaching. He worked at Huntington High School where he was a mathematics teacher and the
director of athletics. 76 He was also an active member of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and
participated in the Dochiki Social and Civics Club. 77 Edward Travis died on November 3,
1960.78
Shirley and Alice Thornton
In 1953 the Northeastern Poultry Producers Council egg grading and marketing school
was “held south of the Mason-Dixie line for the first time” at the College of William and Mary. 79
When Mr. T.C. Rothbauer, Assistant to the Managing Director of Northeastern Poultry
Producers, Council, Inc. asked if two African Americans would be allowed to attend, Charles F.
Marsh, Dean of Faculty replied, “We believe it would be appropriate for these two people to
attend the school itself. It would not be feasible, however, for them to have their lodging and
meals at the College. I have arranged comfortable facilities for them at the home of Mrs. R.H.
Braxton.”80 Although the College of William and Mary allowed two African Americans to attend
a school held at the College, they did not provide them room and board as they did for the other
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students. They were however obliging enough to provide the African American applicants an
alternative housing situation rather than expect them to find their own lodging.
William and Mary Teaching Workshop Applicants
In 1954 and 1955 the College of William and Mary denied several applicants admission
to teaching workshops. In its rejection letters to applicants seeking entrance to William and
Mary’s summer teaching workshops, the College stated, “The College of William and Mary is a
state institution of the Commonwealth of Virginia and complies with all state laws, regulations
and so forth, therefore, we may not enroll negros [sic] except as provided for under statutes of
the commonwealth.”81 However the College of William and Mary did make some exceptions and
although it did not officially enroll African American teachers it did at least on one occasion
invite an African American teacher to attend sessions of the teaching workshop as a visitor.
Indeed on May 19, 1955, George J. Oliver sent a letter to Mr. R. E. Brann the superintendent of
schools of Lancaster & Northumberland Counties stating that “we shall not be able under the
present State regulations to register your Negro school supervisor in the proposed workshop on
the Teaching of Science. If, however, it is agreeable to you and to the members of the workshop
there will be no objection to her attending as a visitor such sessions of the workshop she desires.
For this type of attendance there would, of course, be no charge.”82
Barbara Blayton
Barbara Blayton, the older sister of Oscar Blayton83, was refused admission when she
applied in 1955. She was a sophomore at Wheaton College and had applied to take government
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and English courses during the summer session at the College of William and Mary. After she
was refused admission she decided to take summer courses at Hampton Institute, a historically
black university.
The New Journal and Guide explained that “while the historic college has admitted some
Negroes to certain graduate courses and to evening classes here and at its Norfolk division, a
spokesman for the college explained to Miss Blayton that it was not accepting Negroes for the
courses she applied for.”84 The College made a formal statement that it was not accepting her—
not because she was unqualified—but because Virginia public colleges were not required to
admit African American students if the courses that they sought were available at an African
American public institution. The director of the College of William and Mary summer session,
Kenneth Cleeton, explained, “We may not enroll Negroes except as provided for under the
statutes of the commonwealth. The program for which you applied is offered at Virginia State
College.”85
This decision was made despite the prominent position that the Blayton family had in the
community. The Blayton family was the first African American family to be invited to join
Bruton Parish which consisted of entirely white congregants. 86 At the time William and Mary
had never accepted an undergraduate African American student nor had they accepted a female
African American student.
At the same time, other students were also not admitted to the College for similar
reasons. Some were rejected on the grounds that the courses that they sought were offered at
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Virginia State College. Rejected students received similar responses with little variation: “The
College is a state institution of the Commonwealth of Virginia which conforms to the various
regulations, state laws and rulings in connection therewith. In view of that fact, the College of
William and Mary is referring your application for the program which you desire to the Virginia
State College in Petersburg, because it is our understanding that the Virginia State College offers
the program for which you are applying.”87
Miriam Johnson Carter
Miriam Johnson Carter was the third African American admitted to the College of
William and Mary. Carter graduated from Temple University with a B.S. degree in education
and following graduation taught at schools in Philadelphia. 88 After working as a teacher, she
decided to seek an advanced degree. The circumstances involving her enrollment were somewhat
unusual.
Mrs. Carter initially applied to William and Mary’s graduate program in education. Her
initial application was rejected. The Head of the Department of Education, George J. Oliver gave
this standard response: “As you know the College of William and Mary is a State institution,
therefore, we must conform to State law, regulations, and pertinent official ruling. In view of the
fact, therefore, that the graduate program of the type in which you are interested is offered at
Virginia State College we are unable to accept your application…. I hope that our inability to
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accord your application favorable consideration will not result in serious inconvenience to
you.”89
Miriam Carter did not simply accept her rejection with resignation. Instead she responded
to George Oliver stating, “Your letter of June 1, returning my transcript and stating that you are
unable to favor my application for graduate study in Education at the College of William and
Mary, does result in very serious inconvenience to me.” 90 She then explained that she was on
sabbatical leave from the school where she taught and wanted to begin her studies in
September.91 With two children, she was unable to study at Virginia State College because it was
far from her home. 92 Additionally, in her letter she alludes to the Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. Board of Education and asks that they reconsider her application. 93
Following this letter, President A.D. Chandler responded to Miriam J. Carter stating, “In
view of the fact that studies are now being made in the State of Virginia in regard to the recent
rulings of the Supreme Court of the United States, it will be necessary for the College to reexamine its admission policies when those studies have been completed and certain decisions
reached”.94 Chandler’s letter indicates that the school was concerned with preventing a legal case
against them. Indeed a memorandum written on June 16, 1955, states that “there was a
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possibility of a suit brewing in this case, and that we desired the advice of the Attorney General
in regard to the matter”.95
Not knowing the status of her application, Carter attempted to secure a job working with
the Institute of Early American History and Culture. However, these efforts were unsuccessful.
On June 17, 1955 she received a reply from Lester J. Cappon, director of the Institute of Early
American History, informing her that “since we [the Institute] operate on the post-doctoral level,
we have no students under our supervision and we have made it a point not to get involved in
responsibilities which belong more properly to graduate schools or colleges and universities…As
you shall see, the nature of the Institute is such that we cannot be of any direct help to you in the
manner suggested in your letter.”96
In addition to applying to work at the Institute of Early American History and Culture in
Williamsburg, Mrs. Miriam Carter also applied to William and Mary’s graduate program in
aquatic biology.97 This venture was also unsuccessful. Although she was considered “well
qualified as regards her grades”, she was rejected because of she had not fulfilled the core
requirements to apply to the program. 98 The dean of faculty, Charles F. Marsh, explained to the
director of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory “that students with as limited a background in your
required subjects would not ordinarily be admitted to graduate study at the Laboratory,
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regardless of race. Accordingly, I see no way in which the Committee on Graduate Studies could
approve admission to your graduate program in Aquatic Biology of Mrs. Miriam J. Carter.”99
With regards to her initial application to the Department of Education, Miriam Carter still
had not received a definite answer. With classes soon approaching, on August 30, President
Chandler sent a letter to Mrs. Miriam J. Carter telling her that after Brown v. Board of Education
a state policy on admission of African American students had not yet been established and until
it was established they could not make any action on her application. 100
Miriam Johnson Carter was finally “admitted to the College on September 20, 1955 as a
candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Civil Law.” 101 However, she withdrew her attendance
“on June 12, 1956 because of her failure to maintain a “C” average in accordance with the
standards of the Law School.”102 Despite her failure to graduate, Miriam Carter was the first
African American woman to attend the College of William and Mary.
Oscar Blayton
Oscar Blayton was admitted to the College of William and Mary as the first
undergraduate African American student in 1963. Following his admission the President of the
College, Davis Paschall, sent a letter to the Virginia Gazette in which he stressed that “the
Admissions Policy of the College of William and Mary is not discriminatory as regard race,
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creed, or color.”103 In this letter President Paschall also asks the press not to single out the
student and instead respect his privacy. 104
This was not the only instance in which the President attempted to detract attention from
Blayton. When Paschall discovered that The Flat Hat planned to feature Oscar Blayton as
“student of the week”, he met with the student that was going to interview Blayton. A member of
the Flat Hat staff between 1960 and 1964 recalls, Paschall “blew up, charging that we were
trying to incite an issue, and would needlessly bring wrath to the College.” 105
Blayton had a difficult transition in adjusting to college academics. According to his
sister Barbara, “He was flunking…and wasn’t doing too well the first year”.106 She explains that
“he was advised to take you know all what everybody calls hard courses. His first year... had too
much of the heavy stuff”. 107 She elaborated on her statement saying that “he didn’t get any kind
of support; they didn’t want him there”. 108 When explaining why her brother might have applied
to the school, Barbara conjectured that “maybe he got the idea to go to William & Mary because
it seems like his senior summer…he got involved in Common Glory109”.110
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During his enrollment at the College, Blayton lived at home and commuted to school.
Samuel Sadler, a student at the time said, “He wasn’t on campus that much…it was a time when
no one challenged anything. There was no movement that I could detect on the part of the
university to do anything to diversify. And there was no push from the students to diversify
because they were all pretty much [of] the same cloth, and it wasn’t even discussed.” 111 After
two years at the College, Oscar Blayton was drafted into the Marines and did not return.
Bernard Bailey
Bernard Bailey transferred to the College of William and Mary in 1964. He was the
salutatorian of James Weldon Johnson High School and president of the national Honor
Society.112 After high school, he enrolled at the Hampton Institute in 1963 and from there
transferred to William and Mary. 113
Karen Ely, Janet Brown, and Lynn Briley
In 1967 Karen Ely, Janet Brown, and Lynn Briley became the first African American
female undergraduate students as well as the first African American students to live on campus.
That year, The Flat Hat published an interview of these students under the title “Other Half
Lives No differently”. This title emphasized the equality and similarities between African
Americans and whites and highlighted the “wit and spontaneity” with which Brown, Ely, and
Briley communicated their experiences. 114 In the interview Ely, Brown, and Briley revealed their
reasons for coming to the school and their opinions of racial relations at the College of William
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and Mary. Janet Brown explained that she had “read an article in Time which said that Negro
institutions in the South were educational disaster areas. I wanted a good school, so I applied
here.”115 When discussing their sentiments on being enrolled at a predominately white college,
Karen Ely said that “I’ve been surprised at how little difference there is. I had expected a much
more difficult transition from a completely segregated high school to a predominantly white
college.”116
The three students did not know one another prior to coming to William and Mary and
did not know that they would all be roommates living in Jefferson basement. Janet Brown
commented that “I really didn’t worry about whether or not there would be other Negro students
at William and Mary”. 117With regards to their interactions with white students, “they all agree,
everyone has been wonderful”. 118 The students described the cultural exchanges they had with
other students and explained how they enjoyed teaching the girls in their hall dances that were
popular in the African American community. When the interviewer asked the students to voice
their opinions on what they did not like about William and Mary, Janet Brown expressed her
wish that people would be more comfortable about discussing racial relations. She said, “I wish
that people would feel freer about discussing race relations with us. They seem to shy away from
the subject. Even some professors seem afraid of the word ‘race’.” 119 In this interview the
students reveal the growing acceptance as well as the discomfort that students and faculty felt in
response to the growing presence of African American students at William and Mary.
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A student who lived in Jefferson Hall with Karen Ely, Janet Brown and Lynn Briley
described her impressions of the three. She said that she believed “that things were very cordial
as far as I knew…it was suite restrooms so we didn’t necessarily see Karen, Lynn and Jan a lot,
but because they roomed together which was very understandable and it seemed to, and it
probably didn’t have very many social outlets, it seemed as though they probably felt isolated,
you know, they stuck together a lot, it didn’t seem as though they really were very socially
integrated into the campus”. 120
Students in the late 1960s
In 1967, in a meeting of the committee of admissions, “Mr. Hunt reported that seven
students, who can be identified as members of the negro race, have been notified of their
admission as dormitory residents for the smester [sic] commencing in September, 1967.
Applications from two negro students were denied admission, and one was cancelled because of
failure to submit the required information.” 121
Only in 1968 did members of the College begin to express a desire an increase in student
diversity. In a report written in May of 1970 by the Faculty Committee on Admissions, the
Committee admitted, “Two years ago, in a report to the Faculty, the Committee on Admissions
expressed concern over the paucity of poverty-minority students enrolled at William and Mary
and recommended that the Admissions Office make a conscious effort to attract an increased
number of academically qualified poverty-minority students.”122 After identifying this area for
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improvement, the College immediately instituted changes. In 1968 the “Faculty of Arts and
Sciences established the Martin Luther King Memorial Scholarship to help financially support
qualified poverty-minority students. Since that time, the personnel of the Admissions Office have
greatly increased their contact with the predominantly Negro high schools and have displayed
tremendous interest and desire in attempting to attract poverty-minority students, especially
black students, to William and Mary.” 123 However despite the school’s efforts to attract African
American students, the committee noted that less than 25 African American students applied in
1968 and less than 35 applied in 1969. 124 With regard to the reasons that the College of William
and Mary received so few applicants, the committee conjectured that “an important factor seems
to be the wide-spread feeling among poverty-minority students that they are not welcome, even
when they have received statements to the contrary from the College.” 125
The Committee on Admissions also studied the academic performance of the African
American students enrolled at the College. It summarized that “the three students of the Class of
1971 are presently enrolled, of the Class of 1972, which included ten Negro students, three girls
transferred after one semester because of academic difficulties and three males were required to
leave because of academic deficiencies; of the Class of 1973, which included 19 known Negroes,
one student transferred and one dropped, neither because of academic problems.” 126 The
Committee on Admissions speculated that the academic difficulties of the students were “partly
attributable to the added social pressures to which they are subjected, and partly attributable to
the academic difficulties encountered by many students who have relatively low SAT scores.” 127
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To resolve some of the problems that the College of William and Mary had in its inability to
attract strong African American applicants, the Committee on Admissions recommended that the
College hire an African American admissions officer128 as well as begin a summer program with
the goal of preparing minority students for college. 129 The Committee’s recommendations were
agreed upon by every member of the committee except one member, Algin King, who believed
that seeking an admission officer who was African American was “a form of reverse
discrimination.”130
Viola O. Baskerville
Viola Osborne Baskerville entered William and Mary as a freshman in 1969 and
graduated in 1973. After graduation she became a Fulbright scholar and later went on to
becoming Secretary of Administration to former Virginia governor Tim Kaine. 131
Warren Buck III
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Warren Buck completed graduate studies in physics at the College of William and Mary.
He entered in 1968 and graduated with an M.S. in physics in 1970. He then continued his studies
at William and Mary to receive his PhD. in 1976.132 Buck is a chancellor emeritus of the
University of Washington Bothell, was founding director of the National Science Foundationfunded Nuclear/High Energy Physics Research Center, and is currently a professor of physics at
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the University of Washington Bothell. 133
William and Mary Hiring Practices
The College of William and Mary did not hire any African American instructors until the
1970s. In 1955 The N.A.A.C.P. sent a letter to the College of William and Mary asking about
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their hiring practices and provided the College with a list of 17 qualified African American
professors that were available to work at the College. 134 None of these professors were hired.
Later that year the College of William and Mary received an application from Lawrence
C. Bryant for a teaching position at the school of Education which would begin in 1956.135 At the
top of the application was the label “NEGRO” in red.136 Lawrence C. Bryant appeared well
qualified for the position. At the time he was serving as Principal of Augusta County Training
School, had taught at various public schools, and had published 7 completed works and had 2
publications in progress. 137
William and Mary’s Openness to the Press of Its Policies
The College of William and Mary did not disclose a lot of information about the African
American students it admitted to the press. Because of its lack of transparency, information
regarding the College’s admittance of African American students was unclear. In 1956, the
College of William and Mary received an inquiry from a research professor studying racial
integration in colleges and universities. 138 The researcher, Guy B. Johnson, requested that the
school provide “any details that would help bring my factual information up to date …for
example, the number of Negroes enrolled at present in your institution, the levels or departments
in which they are concentrated, their academic standing, their participation in campus affairs, and
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the general reaction of white students and professors”.139 President Chandler did not comply with
his request, stating, “I regret, due to the present circumstances involving these problems and the
consideration now being given to these problems by the appropriate public officials of the state
of Virginia, that I am unable to give you any further information on this matter”.140
In 1961 President Paschall received a letter from Overton Jones from the Richmond
Times Dispatch asking about the African American students the College had admitted. 141 Jones
explained that the information about the College’s students was incomplete stating, “For a long
time Southern Education Reporting Service has been saying, in its reference material, that a
Negro enrolled at William & Mary ‘several years ago’ but did not graduate. We would like to be
a bit more specific in this matter…I am wondering if there weren’t two Negroes there, one taking
physical education during a summer session of about 1951.”142 In response, President Paschall
gave a complete and detailed record of the three African American students143 who had studied
at the College of William and Mary. 144
Student Reception of Integration
Just 6 years prior to Hulon Willis’s admittance to the College of William and Mary, a
student was forced to leave The Flat Hat because she wrote an editorial supporting racial
equality.145 Marilyn Kaemmerle was the editor-in-chief at the time, and after she wrote an article
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called “Lincoln’s Job Half Done” she was asked to leave The Flat Hat staff. In the February 7,
1945 issue she wrote, “Negroes should be recognized as equals in our minds and hearts. For us,
this means, that Negroes should attend William and Mary; they should go to our classes,
participate in College functions, join the same clubs, be our roommates, pin the same classmates,
and marry among us.”146 She then clarified her statement by saying that this degree of integration
could not happen immediately, but must gradually occur. In her editorial she also compared
racism to “Hitler’s Nordic Supremacy nonsense”. 147 This comparison only heightened the
controversy of her editorial. World War II was not yet over and a comparison of racism to
Nazism would have been especially insulting to racist Southerners.
The school acted immediately after the publication of the editorial at the behest of the
college board of trustees. The college board of trustees “directed administration and faculty to
take disciplinary action.”148 In response students met to protest a violation of freedom of the
press. This protest did not involve a question of the content of the editorial. When students
organized in a mass meeting “student after student asserted that at today’s mass meeting that the
questions before the meeting was not approval of the editorial—many frankly did not agree with
its expressions—but was a question of whether students wanted a censored publication”. 149
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It appears that the majority of students did not openly support racial equality at the time.
Marilyn Kaemmerle commented, “The students don’t agree with me, but they feel that I should
have the right to say what I think”. 150 However, a writer in an editorial commented that her views
indicate “that there is a ferment of liberalism at work among the faculty of William and Mary.
We note that there is a ‘minority faculty group’ at the college who favor free discussion”. 151 As a
result of her daring action, Kaemmerle was forced to resign as a member of The Flat Hat staff
and The Flat Hat was required to have faculty counselors. Despite the lack of support for her
statements, Marilyn Kaemmerle set a precedent for openly supporting racial equality at the
College of William and Mary.
A few years later, students again showed a mixed reaction to the question of racial
equality. At the time, it was the policy of Southern colleges to exclude African Americans from
their athletic teams or even to play against African American players when on their home field or
court. In an article in The Flat Hat, one student explained that “if a northern team comes here for
an engagement in any sport, it is understood that they will not be allowed to use Negroes, no
matter what the circumstances”. 152
In 1947, Dartmouth cancelled a tennis game with William and Mary because they had
concluded that they could not play without their African American player. A Flat Hat writer
asserted that they could have cancelled in advance because they knew the school’s policy and
need not have waited as long as they did. He concluded that Dartmouth saw how well the
William and Mary tennis team was performing and only then did they decide that they could not
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win without the use of their black player. When commenting on the Southern tradition of black
athletes not being allowed to perform in the South, the writer stated that “this custom is known to
all schools and has been strictly abided by. It is a completely intolerant rule and is not even
consistent, but that is beside the point”. 153 The student acknowledged that the rule is “intolerant”
and inconsistent, but appears to be more concerned with the success of William and Mary
athletics rather than racial injustice. His statements express the mentality of the bystander in his
recognition of injustices and his acceptance of them.
In a letter to the editor, another student commented on the Dartmouth cancellation. This
student attacked the school’s policy rather than Dartmouth’s decision to refuse to play. He
emphatically stated, “My opinion of William and Mary will drop considerably if I find that our
school has refused to play an athletic contest-because one of the opponents has a different
colored skin, or that a cancellation has been brought about because a negro was refused the right
to play. Such gross unfairness is not to be tolerated!” 154
After the University of Virginia allowed a black Harvard athlete to compete in a football
game against their team, a William and Mary student commented on the tacit rule that black
athletes were not allowed to play in the South. This William and Mary student wrote, “This
college, founded in this cradle of democracy of our country should never allow race prejudice to
be a deciding factor on an athletic field.”155
The students of William and Mary continued to acknowledge African American
contributions to American society beyond athletics in the 1950s. In 1950, the students of the
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William and Mary choir sang African American spirituals as a part of their performance. This
section of the performance was described by a writer for The Flat Hat as displaying “the Negro’s
contribution to the music of America”. 156 The fact that African American spirituals were sung by
choir members showed an appreciation for an aspect of African American culture.
In addition to singing African American spirituals, the Norfolk division of the William
and Mary choir also sang in concerts featuring African American students from other colleges. In
1952 “James C. Braye, a senior voice student at Virginia State College…[appeared] along with
choir from the Norfolk Division of the College of William and Mary”. 157 The Norfolk division of
the College of William and Mary sang with African American students from other schools on a
number of other occasions. 158
Students showed support for integration not only in extracurricular activities, but also in
academics. In 1954 following the Supreme Court decision of Brown v. Board of Education a
William and Mary alumnus named Marcus Brown wrote a letter to the New York Times in which
he stated that “the decision banning racial segregation in public schools is a victory for American
ideals”.159 In this letter, Brown also criticized the bitterness expressed by a writer for the UVa.
Student newspaper and responded to the article by stating, “As a graduate of another Virginia
institution…William and Mary, I oppose such sentiments”. 160 However the College also received
other letters from alumni condemning the College’s policy changes.
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Despite the lack of diversity in the student body, the students did show that they
appreciated the College’s African American employees. In July of 1955 when Henry Billups, an
African American who was the employed by the College as a bell ringer, died, the school rung
the death knell in commemoration of his services. Students had had a special relationship with
him. Billups was “known as ‘Doc’ to thousands of alumni” and before his death “alumni
presented him a gold watch in honor of his 50th year with the college”. 161
The College of William and Mary was not insulated from the Civil Rights Movement. In
1959, “a group of 150 College of William and Mary students hissed and booed seven placardbearing White Citizens Council 162 member[s] who picketed a building on the campus where
former Arkansas Representative Brooks Hays was speaking”. 163 Professor of sociology, Wayne
Kernodle, had invited Brooks to speak at the Marshall Wythe Symposium to explain his position
on segregation. When the president discovered that the White Citizens Council threatened to
protest, the administration “sent back word that the Marshall Wythe Symposium would either be
postponed or cancelled”. 164 Despite pressure that he felt from the administration, Kernodle made
no plans to cancel the speech stating, “That’s not what an educational institution is.” 165
Students became much more active in the civil rights process in the late 60s. On
December 8, 1967, The Flat Hat focused on the employment and treatment of African American
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employees on campus. In one editorial a student described the compensation for African
American employees as a “deplorable employment situation”. 166
Students did not simply advocate for better treatment of African Americans through the
print media, but also through active demonstration. In 1969, students organized a peaceful
protest in which “some 150 college of William and Mary students demanded recruitment of
black students”.167 This protest occurred during the opening convocation ceremony in the
beginning of the school year. The students and one faculty member protested the lack of student
diversity by walking out of the convocation ceremony just before President Paschall was to
speak.168 The protest was organized by the Student Action Movement which operated under the
goals of obtaining more representation in forming school policies, participating on the Board of
Visitors, and protesting any form of discrimination. 169 Additionally SAM had “three demands:
active recruitment, open admission of all local blacks and allowing blacks to become ‘students’
and not tokens”.170 Although a portion of the students supported SAM’s platform, some “dispute,
however, SAM’s demands for an open door policy with regard to the admittance of students
from the black community”.171
However despite the increased activism at the College in the late 60s, there was little
student diversity. In 1965 when Professor of sociology, Satoshi Ito first came to the school,
Satoshi described William and Mary as “overwhelmingly white, upper middle class with very
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few students of color at the undergraduate level.”172 Ito also noted that there was not that much
student involvement in the civil rights movement compared to the students at other College
campuses.173
When a former student, Elizabeth Ramsey, who had attended William and Mary as an
undergraduate student between 1965 and 1969, was asked her opinion regarding how the student
body received integration, she responded, “The student body was much more willing to receive it
[integration] and accept it; it was the administration and the Board of Visitors that were the footdraggers”.174 She explained that “getting black students to come to William and Mary was
extraordinarily difficult because any black student who had the academic qualifications to come
had full scholarships [elsewhere]. 175 Ramsey also indicated that other students were aware of the
lack of student diversity. She said, “In my junior and senior year, the college received a great
deal of criticism from some of the student activists and there were quite a few on campus.”176
When asked if The Flat Hat reflected the overwhelming opinion of the student body with regard
to integration, Ramsey said, “Sometimes it was ahead; sometimes it was behind. Sometimes it
didn’t reflect anything”. 177
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Faculty Response to Integration
Throughout the 1950s, some professors both from the main campus and from the
College’s divisions showed their support for integration. In 1950 a faculty member of the
Norfolk Division of William and Mary College spoke to the Women’s Council for Interracial
Cooperation group in Norfolk on job opportunities for African Americans. 178 In 1952 Dr.
Kenneth Morland, an assistant professor of sociology and anthropology at William and Mary,
also spoke at a meeting of the Women’s Council for Interracial Cooperation in Norfolk. In this
meeting he “declared that no racial group has been proved superior or inferior, and that intellect
depends on the individual”.179
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Other faculty members also promoted good interracial relations in the community. In the
summer of 1953 Dr. George J. Oliver, head of the education department, led a teaching
workshop in Norfolk which he opened to all teachers regardless of race. 180 This action implied
his support for the inclusion of all individuals in academic pursuits regardless of race. John
Austin, a resident of Williamsburg, commented on the views of individuals involved in the
College. He stated, “most of our friends, many of whom were with the College were…had no
problem, didn’t see them as being any different other than uh, some more intelligent than them
and some less intelligent. But, um the race, really, only had um, in respect in that they wanted to
go out of their way to make sure that they weren’t maltreated.” 181
In a controversial decision, the College of William and Mary invited Chief Justice Earl
Warren to speak in the September of 1954 to the student body. 182 This was significant because
Earl Warren had played a key role in the Supreme Court’s decision to end segregation in public
schools in Brown v. Board of Education and many Southerners did not support his policies.
Warren’s speech at the Marshall-Wythe-Blackstone celebration marked “Warren’s first major
speech in the South since the historic Supreme Court decision on segregation”.183 Although it
was reported that he did not make any explicit references to segregation and Supreme Court
decisions, his presence alone was significant. Some Virginian politicians who were invited did
not attend. The absence of Governor Stanley and Senator Harry Byrd was interpreted as
“boycotting…as a form of protest against Chief Justice Warren’s decision that racial segregation
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in the local public schools of the states is incompatible with the federal Constitution”. 184 The
decision to invite such a prominent figure of desegregation such as Chief Justice Earl Warren
indicates that some faculty did support his opinions on racial equality.
William and Mary student and faculty opinion of segregation was addressed in 1955
when the Debate Council organized a debate on integration vs. segregation. The Flat Hat
reported that “at the end of the session the main controversy which had developed was between
audience supporters of segregation and the panel members, all of whom professed beliefs in
integration.”185 The dean of William and Mary’s law school, Dr. W. Dudley Woodbridge,
“pointed out that integration at William and Mary on the undergraduate level might be a reality
in the near future”. 186 Another professor, Dr. Ryan, “described the Supreme Court decision,
made on May 17, 1954, as ‘just, humane, and inevitable in any means’”. 187 A member on the
panel arguing for pro-segregation stated, “I have yet to hear one coherent, intellectual argument
for segregation” and when he invited the audience to present arguments in support of
segregation, no one responded. 188
Despite the strides in activism by faculty members, the administration showed a
resistance to promoting racial equality. In this time period, the College of William and Mary
received various inquiries from the N.A.A.C.P. regarding its stance on racial integration. When
asked if the College offered any classes on integration in 1955, the College responded, “The
College of William and Mary is not offering at this time any programs or courses dealing with
desegregation processes, and no such courses are contemplated by the College at any time in the
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near future.”189 This response indicated that the College did not wish to be an open proponent of
integration either because of administrative opposition, opposition from the Board of Visitors, or
resistance by the state of Virginia from which the College received its funds. In addition that
year at least five African American students were rejected from admission to courses offered at
the College of William and Mary because the courses were offered at black institutions.
In 1957, when President Eisenhower made the decision to send troops to Little Rock to
enforce desegregation, William and Mary’s dean of jurisprudence, Dudley W. Woodbridge
publicly supported the president’s decision. 190
The College invited a number of African American guest speakers between 1960 and
1970. In 1965 W. A. Johnson, the director of the Head Start program 191 in the Chesapeake area,
was invited to the school to speak about the progress and goals of the program. 192 In December
of 1967, Phi Beta Kappa invited Saunders Redding, who was described as “a noted Negro
author”, to speak. 193 In his speech he asserted that equality “is truly an ideal which men strive
for…an ideal which holds that a person counts as a person regardless of creed or color. The
claim that men are equal in natural writes is not enough. They should as well be equal before the
law, in the voting booth, and an access in opportunity”. 194 In the same edition of The Flat Hat it
was announced that “Dr. Robert Coles, a research psychiatrist at the Harvard University Health
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services, will lecture on school desegregation at 8 p.m. Monday”.195 However in 1960, William
and Mary allowed the Lion’s club to show a minstrel show at Phi Beta Kappa Hal. 196 These
minstrels enforced negative stereotypes of African Americans and were offensive to the African
American community.
In 1964, faculty members and students of the College conducted a self-study. A
committee of student opinion concluded that “heterogeneity in terms of social-economic class,
geographical origin, race, religion, and style of life is…educationally valuable”. 197 However, in
the self-study there is no mention of a desire to the school’s lack of racial diversity or a
recommendation that the school do anything to increase diversity. This indicates that increasing
the number of students of other races was not a priority.
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William and Mary Administration Policies during the
Civil Rights Era

Conclusion
In the 1950s and 60s the College of William and Mary was just beginning its journey
toward integration. In the 1950s it only admitted students to graduate programs not offered at
Virginia State College. Very few individuals were admitted under this policy. The College
admitted its first two African American students in 1951 and a third in 1955. In the 1960s the
College of William and Mary became much more open to admitting African American students.
More African American students enrolled and the student body was more diverse than it had
been before. However despite these strides, integration did not extend to the College’s faculty
and staff.

46
The administration’s response to integration is not entirely clear. William and Mary’s
administration showed both resistance to integration and acceptance of it. The College seemed
more concerned with avoiding bad press, preventing a legal case against them, and maintaining
good relations with the Attorney General than with making a political statement either in favor of
or against integration.
Only until the late 60s did the College become concerned with increasing diversity. In the
1970s more change was seen in the founding of clubs for African American students and in the
active recruitment of minority students. These changes would not be possible without the
significant changes in policy seen in the 1950s prompted by the monumental decisions of the
Supreme Court.
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